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The Sacred Geometry Guidebook
2023-08-07

the sacred geometry guidebook illuminating the power of patterns takes readers on an enlightening journey
through the mysterious realm of sacred geometry delving into the divine secrets of ancient patterns this
comprehensive guidebook explores the deep spiritual connections and hidden knowledge carried by sacred shapes
from the timeless wisdom encoded within the flower of life to the magical properties of the golden ratio readers
will uncover the profound symbolism and significance of these geometric wonders throughout the book readers
will discover the omnipresence of sacred geometry in various cultural expressions architecture art and the natural
world from ancient structures that possessed sacred shapes to the hidden geometry behind every number this
guidebook reveals how sacred geometry permeates every facet of human existence beyond mere theoretical
exploration the sacred geometry guidebook empowers readers with practical applications understanding the
science behind sacred geometry and its influence on the natural world readers will learn how to harness the
transformative power of these patterns for personal growth and spiritual evolution by embracing sacred shapes in
meditation daily practices and creative expressions individuals can foster a deeper sense of unity and harmony
with the universe with its profound insights and easy to follow explanations this guidebook is suitable for both
beginners and enthusiasts of sacred geometry whether seeking spiritual enlightenment or simply curious about
the mysteries of the universe the sacred geometry guidebook illuminating the power of patterns offers a
captivating and transformative exploration into the magic and wisdom of sacred geometry

Sacred Geometry
2007

reveals how the number science found in ancient sacred monuments reflects wisdom transmitted from the angelic
orders explains how the angels transmitted megalithic science to early humans to further our conscious
development decodes the angelic science hidden in a wide range of monuments including carnac in brittany the
great pyramid in egypt early christian pavements the hagia sophia in istanbul stonehenge in england and the
kaaba in mecca explores how the number science behind ancient monuments gave rise to religions and spiritual
practices the angelic mind is founded on a deep understanding of number and the patterns they produce these
patterns provided a constructive framework for all manifested life on earth the beauty and elegance we see in
sacred geometry and in structures built according to those proportions are the language of the angels still
speaking to us examining the angelic science of number first manifested on earth in the stone age richard heath
reveals how the resulting development of human consciousness was no accident just as the angels helped create
the earth s environment humans were then evolved to make the planet self aware to develop human minds the
angels transmitted their own wisdom to humanity through a numerical astronomy that counted planetary and
lunar time periods heath explores how this early humanity developed an expert understanding of sacred number
through astronomical geometries leading to the unified range of measures employed in their observatories and
later in cosmological monuments such as the giza pyramids and stonehenge the ancient near east transformed
megalithic science into our own mathematics of notational arithmetic and trigonometry further developing the
human mind within the early civilizations heath decodes the angelic science hidden within a wide range of
monuments and sites including carnac in brittany the great pyramid in egypt teotihuacan in mexico early christian
pavements the hagia sophia in istanbul and the kaaba in mecca exploring the techniques used to design these
monuments he explains how the number science behind them gave rise to ancient religions and spiritual practices
he also explores the importance of lunar astronomy first in defining a world suitable for life and then in providing
a subject accessible to pre arithmetic humans for whom the moon was a constant companion

Sacred Geometry: Language of the Angels
2020-10-20
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a fascinating and inspirational look at the vital link between the hidden geometrical order of the universe
geometry in nature and the geometry of the man made world the da vinci code has awakened the public to the
powerful and very ancient idea that religious truths and mathematical principles are intimately intertwined sacred
geometry offers an accessible way of understanding how that connection is revealed in nature and the arts over
the centuries temple builders have relied on magic numbers to shape sacred spaces astronomers have used
geometry to calculate holy seasons and philosophers have observed the harmony of the universe in the numerical
properties of music by showing how the discoveries of mathematics are manifested over and over again in biology
and physics and how they have inspired the greatest works of art this illuminating study reveals the universal
principles that link us to the infinite

Sacred Geometry
2009

an in depth look at the role of number as a bridge between heaven and earth reveals the numerical code by which
the ancients maintained high standards of art and culture sets out the alchemical formulas for the fusion of
elements and the numerical origins of various sacred names and numbers describes the rediscovery of knowledge
associated with the holy grail through which the influence of the heavenly order is made active on earth the
priests of ancient egypt preserved a geometrical canon a numerical code of harmonies and proportions that they
applied to music art statecraft and all the institutions of their civilization plato an initiate in the egyptian mysteries
said it was the instrument by which the ancients maintained high principled standards of civilization and culture
over thousands of years in the dimensions of paradise john michell describes the results of a lifetime s research
demonstrating how the same numerical code underlies sacred structures from ancient times to the christian era in
the measurements of stonehenge the foundation plan of glastonbury plato s ideal city and the heavenly city of the
new jerusalem described in the vision of saint john lie the science and cosmology on which the ancient world order
was founded the central revelation of this book is a structure of geometry and number representing the essential
order of the heavens and functioning as a map of paradise

The Sacred Geometry of Genesis and the Alphabet
1999-08-31

an illustrated guide to harmonics the sacred geometry principles that underlie the natural world and its practical
applications demonstrates how the vesica piscis is a matrix from which ideas and forms emanate connecting
cosmic time cycles measures of space and musical tones provides harmonic analyses of ancient sculpture
architecture the solar system the earth moon relationship and the structure of water and waves explains how to
apply sacred geometry to create building floor plans pottery figures gardens and sacred ceremonial spaces we are
in the midst of a revival of an ancient way of looking at the world an approach that enabled great civilizations of
the past to bring forth inventions of great beauty and power this school of thought harmonics envisioned the
natural world and the solar system as an interlocking matrix of harmonious numbers perfectly woven into the
creative fabric of life and the surrounding universe exploring the art and science of harmonics john oscar lieben
shows how to create harmonious forms using the ancient tools of number geometry and musical tone an approach
that resonates with nature s own ways of creation he demonstrates many practical applications that result from
the study of harmonics providing analyses of ancient sculpture and architecture as well as original examples of
building floor plans pottery figures based on planetary proportions gardens based on harmonic principles and
ceremonial spaces that honor cosmic harmonies and sacred geometric relationships showing how harmonics can
also be applied to the mysteries of time and space the author demonstrates how the vesica piscis and many other
variations of the vesica shape reveal numerical synchronicities and correspondences that connect cosmic time
cycles measures of space and musical tones the author applies harmonics and the vesica construction matrix to
illustrate many of nature s wonders including the earth moon relationship the interactions of the golden number
and the musical scale and how the flower of life symbol connects the universal field with the pattern of raindrops
falling on a pond offering an approach to sacred geometry that pairs the mystical with the practical the cosmic
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with the earthly the author reveals how the art and science of harmonics should be required study for both the
artist and the seeker of eternal truths as well as the scientist who seeks an entrance into the sacred foundations of
nature

The Dimensions of Paradise
2008-01-07

the cosmic patterns and universal truths of sacred geometry bridge past and future now you can put this ancient
wisdom to work in your own life with the sacred geometry oracle book card deck the sacred geometry oracle
contains thirty three cards each representing a basic figure or process in sacred geometry and relating to one of
the basic patterns of the universe which form the hidden structure of our everyday lives the accompanying 268
page book presents in detail the meanings of each of the thirty three cards and explores their esoteric philosophy
and how the cards can be used for divination meditation and self exploration

Sacred Geometry for Artists, Dreamers, and Philosophers
2018-08-28

with in focus sacred geometry learn the fascinating history behind this ancient tradition as well as how to
decipher the geometrical symbols formulas and patterns based on mathematical patterns people have searched
for the meaning behind mathematical patterns for thousands of years at its core sacred geometry seeks to find the
universal patterns that are found and applied to the objects surrounding us such as the designs found in temples
churches mosques monuments art architecture and nature learn the fundamental principles behind interpreting
the sacred symbolism and principles behind shapes calculating numbers used in sacred geometry applying the
golden ratio and fibonacci s sequence to objects translating symbolic and geometrical letters and alphabets this
accessible and beautifully designed guide to sacred geometry includes a frameable poster of the main sacred
geometrical shapes and their unique innate arrangements the in focus series applies a modern approach to
teaching the classic body mind and spirit subjects authored by experts in their respective fields these beginner s
guides feature smartly designed visual material that clearly illustrates key topics within each subject as a bonus
each book includes reference cards or a poster held in an envelope inside the back cover that give you a quick go
to guide containing the most important information on the subject

The Sacred Geometry of the Great Pyramid
2010

many people today have an interest in the topic of sacred geometry but what is it specifically and how is it
relevant explore the sacred through geometry is written as an aide in answering these questions the reader will be
guided through an understanding of the circle its division in making mandalas and its use in meditation
particularly presented here are how to make mandalas as shown in numerous easy to follow diagrams further the
book provides an understanding of the use of color form number and dimension detail on the golden mean and
other proportions is given the book concludes with further thought provoking material and meditation on chakras
forms color and sound

Sacred Geometry And Numerology
2016

in this book plato s obscure and never previously deciphered passages reveal the secret to the geometric
construction of the great pyramid
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The Sacred Geometry Oracle
2021-11-30

sacred numbers arose from ancient man s observation of the heavens and represent the secrets of cosmic
proportion and alignment the ancients understood that the ripeness of the natural world is the perfection of ratio
and that the planetary system and time itself is a creation of number we have forgotten what our ancestors once
knew that numbers and their properties create the forms of the world

In Focus Sacred Geometry
2021-01-12

why is it that we are so drawn to and enticed by sacred geometry they start with simple mathematical shapes that
combine to create elaborate illustrations of such beauty and elegance that we marvel at them beliefs religious
spiritual and cultural have been historically attached to them the specific design and creation of each individual
sacred geometric pattern is thought among many cultures not only to demonstrate an understanding of specific
universal concepts but to hold powers of mystical possibilities the aim of this book is to provide an understanding
of the history creation and meanings of sacred geometry for those who are new to the subject and to open an
insight into the beliefs placed upon them with the hope that it will inspire the reader s interest and imagination
and increase their enthusiasm enjoy learning how such simple shapes can evolve into inspiring and powerful
patterns that weave through the fabric of our entire universe and reality

Sacred Geometry
1982

sacred geometry exists all around us in the natural world from the unfurling of a rose bud to the pattern of a
tortoise shell the sub atomic to the galactic a pure expression of number and form it is the language of creation
and navigates the unseen dimensions beyond our three dimensional reality since its discovery humans have found
many ways stone circles mandalas labyrinths temples to call upon this universal law as a way of raising
consciousness and communicating with a divine source by becoming aware of the dots and lines that build the
world around you sacred geometry will teach you how to bring this mystical knowledge into your daily practice

Explore the Sacred Through Geometry
2011-09

a whole new understanding of the world prepare to be amazed informed and fascinated by the sacred geometries
that govern the universe and their mystical meanings sacred geometric patterns are all around us they are the
perfect shapes that form the fundamental patterns for life in the universe it is impossible to fully understand our
existence by ignoring the patterns and shapes by which it is governed if you have ever observed a shell the veins
of a leaf or the feathers of a peacock you will indeed be fascinated by their perfect harmony such elements always
leave a profound question in the mind of the aware human how is such breathtaking beauty governed by perfect
geometry made possible does it reflect or speak to the language of the soul whatever the reason behind the
prevalence of these patterns one thing is clear symbols have power in this best selling book you will be led on a
journey to connect your body and spirit with the sacred language of the universe by stepping back into the past
you ll discover the ancestors who identified these recurring patterns and how the iconography of ancient religions
drew from them you will be amazed to observe the remarkable number of coincidences between cultures that
never met among themselves here is the goldmine of information you will find page by page a comprehensive
introduction what exactly are yantras what are the meanings and the powerful energies they hold the unexpected
benefits how to make use of sacred geometry for your spiritual path and the key benefits you will reap
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fundamentals understand the mathematical laws that govern the universe and get ready to gain a renewed
awareness of your surroundings main elements learn about sacred figures what they originated from and the deep
meanings you need to know for understanding your nature references to religions you are amazed at how sacred
geometry makes up the roots of your belief and the real reasons behind it are you ready to understand the sacred
foundation of nature grab your copy now and start your journey

The Sacred Geometry of the Great Pyramid
2013-12-20

unlocking the secrets of the universe a journey through sacred geometry is a fascinating exploration of the ancient
practice of sacred geometry and its relevance to modern science written by m a hill this book offers a unique
perspective on the universe showing how geometry is the key to unlocking its mysteries with illustrations and
clear explanations this book is a must read for anyone interested in the intersections of science spirituality and art

Matrix of Creation
2004-05-15

discover the history and core elements of sacred geometry from polymath al khwarizmi to the celestial zodiac
learn how geometry is used to define our world and beyond sacred geometry unveils how the scientific and
spiritual are connected with dozens of informative entries covering the people practices and natural wonders that
are core to understanding the significance of basic geometric shapes and proportions this comprehensive
reference guide takes a holistic approach to exploring sacred geometry showing you how it has manifested
throughout history as well as how it ties into every aspect of the world around you all the information you need to
truly understand is right here in your hands sacred geometry includes sacred geometry a z explore the ways in
which sacred geometry is found everywhere with entries covering math nature different types of spiritualities and
more easy to use organization get a simple to navigate but highly detailed reference guide that s accessible and
useful to newly interested and dedicated esoterics alike informative illustrations understand and visualize the
truth of sacred geometry with the help of detailed and full color images deepen your understanding of the world
through the secrets of sacred geometry

Sacred Geometry Book of History, Meanings and How to Create
Them
2019-02-12

this accessible introduction to sacred geometry illuminates the beauty and power of nature and explains how we
can draw on this mystical energy to enrich our everyday lives sacred geometry is founded on the belief that
everything is connected through the shapes and symmetries that we see repeated in nature all around us from
snowflakes and shells to crystals and honeycombs these beautiful patterns are part of the mystic architecture of
the universe some even see them as the signature of a deity woven throughout creation this beginner s guide
clearly explains what sacred geometry is and how it manifests in the natural world then by learning how to
harness the power of sacred shapes you can find healing energy peace and oneness with the universe the little
book of sacred geometry will help you appreciate the cosmic significance of these principles and grasp fascinating
insights such as how the study of sacred geometry has developed since ancient times what the numerous sacred
shapes look like what key concepts such as the golden ratio refer to how sacred geometrical practices can be
applied in your life
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Sacred Geometry
2020-09-03

learn sacred geometry through coloring includes images from simple to difficult great for all ages all pages are
single sided so they can be easily removed from the book and framed or displayed

Sacred Geometry
2021-04-22

the american architect r buckminster fuller was one of the most imaginative technological innovators of his age as
a designer engineer mathematician and social visionary eastham takes a look at the artistic applications of fullers
work

Unlocking the Secrets of the Universe: A Journey through the Sacred
Geometry
2023-03-31

identifies the patterns of our planet s design within the natural landscape explains the geometry inherent in the
mountains and coasts on all continents reveals how ancient monuments were built to reflect and enhance the
earth s design often connecting sites around the world includes detailed maps that show the simple geometrical
relationships among the world s mountains coastlines islands and ancient monuments from continent to continent
across the globe mark vidler and catherine young reveal that order is everywhere on earth on remote islands
soaring summits and level deltas they unveil natural topographic patterns related to pi the golden ratio and right
triangle geometry and as the planet s design emerges it becomes clear that this hidden order in nature decided
the location of ancient monuments the world over through detailed maps vidler and young show how the locations
of megalithic monuments reflect and enhance a natural pattern on the earth that connects its major features the
rows of standing stones at carnac in france for example point to the summits of mount everest and k2 and angkor
wat in cambodia is on a straight line joining mount kilimanjaro in africa and the tip of cape comorin in india the
authors examine the geography of many islands and each continent including antarctica to show how the highest
peak on each landmass falls on a line connecting coastal extremes they reveal how circles of standing stones and
man made mounds mark intersections of these lines they explore the connection between the nazca lines in peru
and the amazon nile and ganges deltas and explain how the locations of the giza pyramids stonehenge and machu
picchu are integrated into the natural design on earth as they uncover geometric patterns on the earth line by line
point by point the authors reveal how the world s ancient monuments represent a form of transglobal
communication that far predates the written word

Sacred Geometry
2020-11-10

features the principles of classical sacred geometry and application to churches built in london after the great fire
of 1666 this title also provides background in symbolism and emblemata

The Little Book of Sacred Geometry
2023-02-09

the classic sacred geometrical forms are explained as representations of the successive steps in the creation of the
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universe

Sacred Geometry Coloring Book
2013-03-07

sacred geometry is a key to good science a secret of great art and a light on the mystical path the higher
dimensional patterns and principles revealed in the triangles hexagons and circles of the flower of life attract the
human spirit back to its source and accelerate the evolution of consciousness to truly understand something
means to understand the patterns that create it and to be able to predict how those patterns unfold the flower of
life pattern can be extended as a fractal containing variations of itself within itself at all scales it is the template of
the fundamental symmetries of form in all the infinite dimensions this lavishly illustrated little book will entertain
and enlighten both beginners and aficionados of the illustrious tradition of sacred geometry it explains the simple
logic of the fundamental forms and delves deeply into the history philosophy and mysticism surrounding them it
unveils the source of their attractive power

American Dreamer
2007

examines the ancient cosmic science of the female megalithic astronomers describes the shared sacred geometry
and astronomy knowledge in the megalithic monuments temples and secret calendars of the matrilineal cultures
of malta gobekli tepe and the minoans of crete shows how early christians helped preserve ancient science by
encoding it in the rock cut churches of the cappadocia region of turkey explains how greek myths reveal the
transition from matriarchy to patriarchy long before pythagoras and plato before arithmetic and christianity there
existed matrilineal societies around the mediterranean led by women with a sophisticated understanding of
astronomy and sacred science in this detailed exploration richard heath decodes the cosmological secrets hidden
by ancient goddess centered cultures on the island of malta at gobekli tepe in turkey and on the greek island of
crete heath reveals how the female astronomers of malta built megaliths to study the sun moon and planets
counting time as lengths and comparing lengths using geometry he shows how they encoded their cosmological
and astronomical discoveries their astronomy of the goddesses in the geometries of their temples and monuments
examining maltese and cretan artifacts including secret calendars he details how the minoans of crete
transformed maltese astronomy into a matriarchal religion based upon a saturnian calendar of 364 days he also
reveals evidence of the precursors of maltese astronomical knowledge in the monuments of gobekli tepe looking at
the shift from sacred geometry to arithmetic in ancient mediterranean cultures the author parallels this change in
mindset with the transition from matriarchal to patriarchal cultures he reveals how greek myths present a way to
see the matriarchal past through patriarchal eyes detailing how saturn s replacement by jupiter zeus symbolizes
the transition from matriarchy to patriarchy the author examines how the early christians helped preserve the
ancient astronomy of the goddesses due to its connections to christ s cosmological teachings by encoding it in the
artwork of the rock cut churches and monasteries of the cappadocia region of turkey revealing how our planet
with its specific harmonics and geometries within our star system is uniquely designed to support intelligent life
the author shows how this divine spiritual truth was known to the ancient astronomers

Sacred Geometry of the Earth
2016-01-22

in a world where challenges often appear insurmountable where climate change serves as an urgent reminder of a
deeper crisis there exists a beacon of hope a profound wisdom concealed within the timeless realm of sacred
geometry
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The Sacred Art of Geometry
2005

this little book is designed to be an easy guide that provides you with somewhere to refer to the most common
various examples of sacred geometry including the flower of life tree of life tripod of life egg of life seed of life
metatron s cube platonic solids cinquefoil venus cycle vesica piscis symbol of alchemy reuleaux triangle
enneazetton and more it outlines these beautiful entrancing patterns that we find ourselves so drawn to and
details the nature of their meanings powers and mystical possibilities according to cultures across the world from
simple shapes to complicated patterns these wonderful examples of sacred geometry inspire and evolve into
patterns that weave through the fabric of our entire universe our reality and beyond

Sacred Geometry and the Creation of the Universe
2018-08-08

unifying spirit and science through geometry and symbolism from publisher description

Understanding Sacred Geometry and the Flower of Life
2017-08-17

sacred geometry is the study of how the divine source manifests itself into time and space it refers to the fact that
not only is the universe the by product of light and sound but that it is also the result of exact sacred geometrical
patterns through understanding these patterns we begin to glimpse the creative process of divine emanation into
form more importantly we can begin to experience and work with these geometries within our own beings as a
means for self realization and harmonious living in all aspects of our life in anahat meditation we come to
experience these underlying energy grids directly and are empowered to work with the grids to create balance
and harmony on every level of our being through the anahat meditation system the practitioner finds his own body
to be the temple of the spirit through following these patterns back to their source we come to truly appreciate
how precious a human birth can really be we not only come to know our very essence as divinity but we then
integrate that immense love light and peace into every aspect of our lives and into every facet of our being the
teachings of sacred geometry and the anahat meditation system can be very complex however anyone with even
the slightest willingness can come to understand the teachings because no detailed mathematics or dry logic are
involved in the end the teachings become who we are and have always been we simply know that what we were
studying and meditating on is simply our true nature

Sacred Geometry
1982

lavishly illustrated with hundreds of detailed diagrams and technical illustrations exploring the evolution and
importance of the starcut diagram shows how the starcut diagram underlies the shaman s dance in china the vedic
fire altar in india raphael frescoes labyrinth designs the great pyramid in egypt and the building of ancient cities
explains how the starcut diagram was used in building and design how it relates to pythagoras s tetrakys and how
it contains knowledge of the tree of life as malcolm stewart reveals in this lavishly illustrated study the
simplesquare figure of the starcut diagram created only with circles has extraordinary geometric properties it
allows you to make mathematically exact measurements and build perfectly true level structures without a
computer calculator slide rule plumb bob or laser level sharing his extensive research along with hundreds of
detailed diagrams and technical illustrations the author shows how the starcut diagram was the key to the
building of humanity s first cities and how it underlies many significant patterns and proportions around the world
using circles drawn from the vesica piscis stewart explains how to create the starcut diagram and shows how this
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shape was at the foundation of ancient building and design illustrating the numerous connections between the
diagram and the creation of mandalas and yantras stained glass windows architectural ground plans temples and
other sacred buildings and surveying methods he also shows how the starcut diagram reveals ancient geometric
knowledge of pi the fibonacci sequence pythagorean shapes and seals the golden ratio the power of 108 and other
sacred numbers and magic squares exploring the starcut diagram s cosmological and theological implications
stewart explains how it contains knowledge of the tree of life and the kabbalah he examines how it relates to the
tetraktys the key teaching device of pythagoras and other cosmograms demonstrating the ancient relationships
existing between number geometry cosmology and musical harmony the author shows how the simple shape of the
starcut diagram unifies the many threads of sacred geometry into one beautiful mathematical tapestry

Sacred Geometry in Ancient Goddess Cultures
2024-03-26

this book is a visually compelling journey through the unique geometric discoveries of frank chester a
contemporary sacred geometer artist and sculptor this art style book with highly polished design elements leads
the reader from discovery to discovery complemented by original text from the author a phd who has studied
frank s work from its inception when it was just seven sticks in a ball of mud on the banks of the american river
from the back cover the ancient tradition of sacred geometry is still alive and well in the person of frank chester
he has discovered a new geometric form that unites the five platonic solids and provides some startling indications
about the form and function of the human heart this new form called the chestahedron was discovered in 2000
and is a seven sided polyhedron with surfaces of equal area frank has been exploring the form and its significance
for over a decade his work has potential implications across a number of areas from physiology to architecture
sculpture geology and beyond inspired by the work of rudolf steiner frank sees a deep connection between form
and spirit this book gives a brief highly visual overview of some of frank s discoveries and presents a compelling
series of indications for future research

Sacred Geometry: The Universal Language of Divine Alignment
2024-02-10

long trackways stone rows circles standing stones and huge earthworks may be found all over britain monuments
dating back well over 4000 years the authors have made a remarkable breakthrough in understanding the system
by which prehistoric monuments were designed and placed

Shapes and Symbols of Sacred Geometry, A Pocket Reference Book
2019-05-31

while many struggle to reach enlightenment ivan rados believes that everyone has the capacity to experience the
state of freedom from the illusionary egoic mind without all of the struggle this capacity is realized not by
following rules performing rituals or imitating enlightened masters but by bringing awareness to the mind s
attachments through his stunning yantras and clear explanations rados offers a simple way to still the mind and
become deeply aware of the infinite consciousness at the heart of one s own being the included yantras feature
rados s stellar artwork which flows from his profoundly rich experience of present moment awareness the 52
yantras match the number of weeks in the year offering a variety of ways to use the cards for the development of
divine consciousness along with tips for gaining specific insight and guidance topics range from the pitfalls of the
ego and its mindset to discovering peace and harmony confronting fears facing insecurities seeking guidance and
experiencing fulfilling relationships
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Sacred Geometry and Spiritual Symbolism
2013

The Sacred Geometry of Meditation
2017-03-27

Sacred Geometry of the Starcut Diagram
2022-09-27

A New Sacred Geometry
2013-01-01

A New Sacred Geometry
2012

The Lost Science of Measuring the Earth
2006-08

The Sacred Geometry of Washington
2006

Secrets of Sacred Geometry
2018

Transform Your Life Through Sacred Geometry
2010-02-22
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